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with more than 75 bass amp models, pod farm 2.5 provides a wealth of sonic possibilities. pick any amp model, and you can load your own tube and/or solid state preamps and effects. over half of all bass amp models are geared for working with natural acoustic instruments. each amp's
patches are completely editable, meaning you can match this amp to any in your daw for better tone at any volume. you can even use your own amp preamps and effects. same goes for bass cabinets, as pod farm 2.5 offers model after model of natural and/or exotic-sounding

loudspeakers. you can choose from built-in cabinets with both humbucking and single-coils, or make your own with our speaker modeling tools. each amp can be configured with different cabinet characteristics, and each cabinet's patches are completely editable. it's got the most natural-
sounding amp and cabinet combinations to choose from. whether you want to record your own bass sound, play along with a recording, or simply record the sound of a multi-speaker, natural cabinet-type sound, pod farm 2.5 is ready to deliver. pod farm 2.5 lets you apply your own tube

and/or solid-state tube and/or solid-state preamps to any amp in your arsenal, or use line 6's factory amp presets. you can also load any of over 6,500 free user presets to apply to your own amp and cabinet combinations. .. pod farm is one of the least costly ampmodelling programs
around: the platinum version costs 200$300 but the standard version is only 77$100 and online ifound some line 6 hardware that was cheaper than that and gave you afree download. owners of some line 6 hardware are entitled to a free download too. so while you might be tempted to
dismiss pod farm as being not entirely serious, it really does compare with the best that its competitors have to offer. you get some really solid bass amp models and ahandful of studio preamps that provide useful alternative tonal colours too. some people might argue that the sounds

aren't entirely 'authentic', but they certainly get pretty close and, more to the point, they're musically satisfying and responsive, conveying asense of power and depth. the sound may not be the same as when you're standing in front of abig stack, but it's not far off what you hear played
back after you've stuck amic in front of one! paulwhite
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like the pod x3, the farm has an all signal routing mode in which all the amps and effects are turned on simultaneously and the signal travels through them in sequence. this is a great tool for creating complex amp and effect chain arrangements, not all of which areor are practical using
that mode though, because you lose control of your amp and effects when you put them in sequence. there are currently 21 amp and 7 effects models available in pod farm, and you're unlikely to hit any limitations. some of the pedal models that aren't available in the original farm are the

blues driver, crystal clean, humble bassman, muff stomp, shakeboy and the original dirty palladium, dirty big muff and dirty inbred. although you can't connect two preamps in series, you can connect preamps and amps in parallel and have more than one amp feeding different effects
pedals. there's a lot to see in the pod farm and the selection of parameters in the screen is good. all the controls are placed where you can easily access them. a handy left-to-right record button makes it easy to capture a selection of sounds and you can use the midi keyboard to control
the pedal's effects parameters. pod trouble shelves. when you've got a couple of pod fx in a chain, things can get a little chaotic on some pedals withtheard output. with pod farm 2.5, the chain sounds like it's playing in a muffled stadium. to try and ameliorate this, you have three options

available to you. with the tolerance setting in filter, you can raise the tolerance to put the filter between the amps and effects, making it more like a bigger, louder plug-in. 5ec8ef588b
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